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About This Game

Story:
One day when Johann was asleep an alien spaceship came and stole his ale horn.

He is determined to get it back.

Description:
Journey of Johann is an action adventure platformer with puzzle elements.

Make your way through levels and bosses with different challenges and obstacles.
Collect goblets, secrets and beat time trials to unlock player skins, achievement and extra levels.

Use your weapons as tools such as climbing, blocking hits, lighting up darkness and defeating enemies.
The game was designed with speedrunning in mind.

Features:
103 levels in total with hours of gameplay.

42 achievements.
2 goblets, 1 secret, Silver and Gold time trials on each level. (with a few exceptions)

Play the game with a controller or the keyboard.
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Title: Journey of Johann
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Apapappa Games
Publisher:
Apapappa Games
Release Date: 18 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: 1.66 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 250 MB available space

Additional Notes: Low end laptops might struggle a bit

English
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journey johannesburg. journey of johann

I need healing. Another game that just shows why early access games shouldn't be bought.. Random bad review reveal revoted..
Weird game... fun dialogues but has crappy keyboard controls and hollow clicker mechanics.
Not recommended ^^. I had a lot of fun playing this game. At first I was unsure what to expect but it was challenging but not
frustrating. I wish there was voice acting for the game instructions.. reading in VR generally sucks.. but its even worse when you
want to be pulled into that world. If just the bartender talked, I would be happy. I'll even record the lines for you for free! This
game could use that that extra bit to keep the user mentally in the world of the game.. Not Recommended. The game is very
shallow, and what is available is bugged, As a vivid 4X player I struggled to win at leats one session. I tried for total domination,
and was close to wun despite such facts that in half cases the fleet just decided not to fire or not to shoot. However, because of
the bug in media mechanism (which is the only remotely innovative feature) I was not allowed to declare war on one of the
races,
Then I hed for technical victory. This requires to build 4 buildin. One of the planets which built it got destroyed, and the
building was never to be offered again to build.

Broken, unplayable game with nothing interesting or innovative. Avoid.. The precursor to Trials HD, one of the best selling
XBLA games ever, and with good reason. An excellent blend of time trialling and physics control.. bepis

great art, great sound, a masterpiece in every conceivable way

11/10 would ahegao again

thanks happyhand, now my hand isnt the only thing that's happy. You can play with 4 people and twitch chat. Basically 2 people
pick cards 2 people vote resulting in a 50/50 if the voters choose opposites, then a vote lord is chosen and they'll just choose
who they originally voted for whether it's sensical or not. Basically if you're not a streamer with at least 25 viewers this game is
not as fun as it could be.

I don't recommend to people who play games.
I strongly recommend to people who stream games.
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At first it seems like a cool update of Battlefield 2142. Then you realize that no amount of tweaking graphics settings will ever
get rid of that horrible, juttering, shuddering, stuttering. Everything else seems cool, so it's a real damned shame. 2/5. SOMA is
a scary, beautiful game with a story that makes you question your own morals and morality. 10\/10. learn the pattern
ok game... Living here in Jersey Tokyo,
Fighting villains from afar,
You gotta find first gear in your giant robot car!

You dig giant robots!
I dig giant robots!
We dig giant robots!
CHICKS! DIG! GIANT ROBOTS!

DA NA NAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Nice.. Played this for the first time in a while and some reason I can’t move, nothing seems to work!!. The BEST train and
economic game.
whatever Best of the BEST.. Looks like a tech demo (look at our fabulous floating cubes).

There's no tutorial, no manual. Every game mode pops you on a rectangular layer of blocks that are then hit by red blocks from
above that damage and deform the layer. You have two powers, one restores the layer and replenishes with time (or not, in hard
mode) and another that I haven't figured out at all (slow motion, sort of). You get scored on how long you manage not to fall as
the platform crumbles around you. That is all there is to this game - well, there's a beta builder where you make non-rectangular
layers. Whoop-de-doo.

It's annoying me because it is one of those first person 3D platformers where you can't see your feet, yet would wish to land on
cubes precisely.

I see nothing here that makes me want to play this.

Note that there won't be any further updates as of January 11th since the devs had a hard drive crash and no backups. Serves
them right.. get this game off steam, or get the devs to update this buggy game.
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